
Nuit d'étoiles - Saint-Martin - Terres-Basses

From 485.71 $ / night - 2 bedroom(s) - 2 bathroom(s)



Galerie photos / Photo gallery



Votre location / Your rental

Located in Terres Basses, a private and secure residential area of Saint Martin, the villa is nestled in a green setting. This
villa has two master suites and guarantees you a total change of scenery.

When you enter the villa you can clearly see the living room with the huge corner sofa on which you can organize all your
viewings thanks to the smart TV. You will not need much effort to continue your movie while concocting your cocktails
because the fully equipped kitchen is open to the living room.

At night, the villa has two master suites each equipped with a king size bed, a smart TV and a walk-in shower. The strong
point of these suites is the outside shower that it has ideal for a stay in couple.

Outside the villa you can relax around the pool on the sunbeds, chat in the lounge area or sunbathe on the sunbeds. The
swimming pool has an underwater bar from which you can enjoy your barbecue

A cleaning lady and a gardener are available during your stay, except on Sundays and holidays.

The Villa is very well located in the center of St. Martin, most of the amenities are located in the vicinity for all water activities
to reach the bay nettle in 10 minutes by car. The nearest beach is the mythical beach of baie longue. Just leave your villa
and continue 10 minutes walk to your residence. For the other beaches like maho beach to admire the landing of the planes,
mullet bay and simpson bay, it is enough to drive maximum 20min towards the Dutch side of the island.

The island of Saint Martin is known for: 

* Shopping: Philipsburg is the place to shop and is only 30 minutes away from your accommodation.



* Its restaurants: you have the choice between simspon bay in the evening and Grand case (45 minutes by car) an ideal spot
for your days.

The must do activities are:

- Parrot ville bird park (41 minutes)

- Loterie farm (25 minutes approx.)

- Rainforest adventure (about 32 minutes)
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Caractéristiques / Features

 140 m2 /  4 traveler(s) /  2 bedroom(s) /  2 bathroom(s)

Equipements / Equipment

 Barbecue  Filter coffee maker  Air conditioner  Safe

 Iron  Oven  Dishwasher  Household linen

 Washing machine  Espresso machine  Microwave  Parking

 Swimming pool  Hair dryer  TV  Wifi



Localisation



Catherine

+590 590 69 32 42
saint-martin@villaveo.com


